Analysis of various studies has proved the importance of applying program slicing on the source code while debugging, testing, quality assurance, software measurement and maintenance by extracting out the code irrelevant to criteria on behalf of which program slicing is applied, without affecting the relevancy in the information of the code. Program slicing techniques has been upgraded by its different types emerged to overcome the limitation of its previous types with different types of dependence graphs, criteria and on different types of programming paradigm with different types of tools. Paper highlights the effectiveness of hybrid slicing over static and dynamic slicing using case study for applying different types of slicing on same program. Paper also discusses the Aspect Oriented Programming and the areas where it has been proved better than object oriented programming and upholds the need for applying hybrid slicing on Aspect Oriented Program.
INTRODUCTION
'Program Slicing' as the name refers is to slice a problem to remove the part of a program without which the result of testing, maintenance, debugging would not be influenced and be the same as if slicing not applied but with lesser cost and time. Program Slicing applied for all general inputs, known as static slicing has the disadvantage that code may not be get reduced as expected. Dynamic Slicing comes into existence to overcome static slicing by slicing the program for specific input variable however in return pay memory to store the slice for different input variables. Hybrid Slicing takes the advantage of both static slicing and dynamic slicing. One over other different types of Slicing with their pros and cons are described in section 2. The pattern of the rest of the paper is as follows: Section 3 gives the case study of different types of slicing applied on same program with program dependence graph. With brief introduction of AOP Section 4 introduces two major areas in the programming where object oriented paradigm is lacking behind to be fit and will elaborate how Aspect Oriented approach enhances the Object oriented approach and will proposed the need of applying program slicing on Aspect oriented programs. Section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED STUDY OF PROGRAM SLICING AND ITS TYPES
Static Slicing is the first type of slicing developed by Mark Weiser in 1988 [1] . Static Slice of a program with respect to statement number 'x' will contain only those statements which are related to 'x' either by affecting the statement 'x' or getting affected by it resulting in reduction of the overall cost of software budget to test, debug or maintain a program due to reduction in lines of code. Static slicing is general for all set of inputs, length of code can be reduced more if slice could be obtained for specific input variable, and this idea was bought by Bodgan Korel and Janusz Laski in 1988 and termed as Dynamic slicing [2] . Dynamic slice being created for distinguished input variable is more précised over static slice and overcome the problems faced by static slicing in arrays and pointers of not knowing the result information about specific element of an array because of array being treated as a single variable in static approach. Dynamic data structures handle them more precisely [2] . Dynamic slicing can determine the value of array subscript during program execution allowing every element of an array to be treated as a separate variable resulting in more number of statements to be excluded after checking the influence of the specified element on the program. Pointer in program is another area where dynamic slicing is preferred over static slicing having the ability to create and manipulate dynamic variables needed to deal with pointers. Along with given advantages of working with specific input the main disadvantage is its run time overhead to collect the information traced in program execution for different provided inputs. Hybrid Slice integrates the dynamic information from a specific execution into a static slice analysis [3] . It uses dynamic information i.e. breakpoints and call history information into the static slice giving the reduced run time overhead than of dynamic slice. Another approach of slicing with reduced slice than static slice and less overhead than dynamic slice is Dependence cache slicing [4] which reduces the slice size than static slice especially in case of arrays and pointers . Dependence cache Slicing takes less cache size proportional to the number of variables instead of preparing caches for all as in static slice. Run time overhead of Dependence Cache slicing is proportional to the number of the variable access [4] , reducing the run time overhead than the dynamic slice.
CASE STUDY: COMPARISION OF TYPES OF SLICING
Simple program of calculating the area of plane shapes based on the user's choice has been taken with line numbers ( Figure  1 ) and shown the outputs with reduced line of code after applying different type of slicing on it (Figure 2 and Figure 3) . 
ASPECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 4.1 Deficiency in Object Oriented Programming
Basic principle of object oriented paradigm is the separate concern of every class but it is not happened actually. There are few codes that are cross cutting for an example code for exception handling that is common to all classes, if that code is put into class than it will violate the principle of OO that every class has its specific functionality [4] and if that code is not put inside any of the class then it results in tangled code which itself is a problem related to complexity and maintenance. The effectiveness of the program slicing for the programs with object oriented paradigm is discussed in the paper; analysis of program slicing effectiveness has also been done [6] . Another major issue with program slicing tools developed for object oriented language i.e. java is the difficulty to maintain the tools when language will get revised [7] .
Need for program slicing on Aspect Oriented Programming
Aspect oriented approach solves the problem of tangled code by following the principle of Separation of Concerns [7] . Cross cutting concerns are linked to several parts of the program, AOP deals with them by putting them into a separate modular unit known as Aspects and has overcome the issue faced by Object oriented programs. AOP implementation has been proved as both easy to understand and efficient [8] but due to the advanced features like aspects, join points, advice Aspect oriented programs are large, complex and difficult to analyze [9] .If program slicing is applied to Aspect oriented program to convert the complex program to small slices then this only difficulty will get solved. Dynamic Slicing algorithm for aspect oriented program has been proposed [5] using dynamic aspect oriented dependence graph. Due to the feature of separation of concerns of AOP, developed tools can be easily maintained with newer versions of the respective language. AOP approach reduces the cost even more than the cost needed by 
CONCLUSION
Paper focuses on the pros and cons of different types of slicing and seen that with the time new type of slicing has added advantage over the previous type of slicing. Example of simple program has been taken to illustrate the difference of size of slice obtained by applying static and dynamic slicing. Object Oriented approach being based on object fits with real world problems and it has been discussed that aspect oriented programming is better than the object oriented programming by improving the areas where object oriented approach is still lacking behind, Hybrid slicing has been analyzed as a good slicing technique to slice the program with lesser run time overhead and with higher precision. Paper establishes the idea of increasing the efficiency of Aspect oriented programming by providing the facility of hybrid slicing to it. In future work, we would provide the features of hybrid slicing with other improved types of slicing to the aspect oriented programming to increase the efficiency of aspect oriented programs within lesser time and cost.
